Welcome to Project Oceanography’s *Ocean in Motion* Series!

The educational materials in this packet have been designed to help you and your students enjoy a successful live distance learning experience to add to the skills and knowledge already acquired. We hope that you will be with us for all seven of the programs, yet realize that it may not always be possible. The programs have been designed as comprehensive successive units, yet each is also coherent as a stand-alone program. With this in mind, the following are descriptions of how the packets are organized.

A) **OVERVIEW**
   1. Brief summary of broadcast topics; what each program should accomplish
   2. Index (contents)

B) **PROGRAM PREPARATION**
   1) Focus Points: Summary of central or key ideas.
   2) This section of your packet may also contain any number of the following: suggested vocabulary terms, pertinent concepts, related topics, and pre-broadcast demonstrations or exercises. The information presented is intended to enhance your class’s comprehension of the broadcast presentations and to allow you to adapt and modify program modules to complement the curriculum, needs and skill levels of your class. It’s your time to experiment! As you read through the rest of the packet, let your ideas go wild; no one knows your class as well as you.

C) **SHOWTIME**
   1) Broadcast topics: covers the sequence of subject matter of the broadcast
   2) Student Participation: call-in, studio questions, and/or activities

D) **ACTIVITIES**
   1) Moving on: suggested short follow-up exercises which should further enhance and illustrate the content presented during the broadcast
   2) Train your Brain: generally more challenging, time-consuming projects
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